The Glowear® 8916 Lightweight Hi-Vis Rain Pants are Class E pants that provide protection against wet conditions while ensuring safety. An elastic waistband enables comfortable wear alone or over a base layer, with snap cuffs for easy on/off over boots. Built for demanding conditions, these pants are made with rugged yet lightweight waterproof materials and are fully taped at the seams for reliable protection in stormy weather. 2” reflective tape keeps workers highly visible at night or in low-light conditions.

Features
- WATERPROOF – 150-denier polyester oxford with PU coating and fully taped seams lock out water
- ELASTIC WAIST – Comfortable and flexible for wear over base layer
- SNAP CUFFS – Pant legs easily fit over boots with 2-stage button snaps to keep wind out
- NIGHTTIME AND LOW-LIGHT VISIBILITY – 2” reflective tape
- 2 COLORS – Available in hi-vis lime and hi-vis orange
- MACHINE WASHABLE

Applications
- Road construction
- Utilities
- Construction
- Emergency Response
- Airline
- Railway
- Survey crews

2” REFLECTIVE TAPE FOR HIGH VISIBILITY
2-STAGE BUTTONS FIT EASILY OVER BOOTS

GET FULL PRODUCT INFO, IMAGES, VIDEOS AND MORE AT ERGODYNE.COM